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Overview

• In the early days of transit map design, most cities 
created geographical maps of their networks

• The London Underground was one of the earliest to 
switch from a geographical map to a schematic

• Detailed look at the history of the London Underground 
map, its development, and surrounding context

• How did it get from geographical map to diagram,
and why?

• NB Berlin got there first, but records are incomplete
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Overview

• Railway Economics

• Railways need to encourage off-peak travel

• Inviting the Public to Travel

• Publicity requires simple, clear messages

• Getting the Passengers Moving

• Rapid transit requires rapid passengers

• Forwards and Backwards

• The network map is slow to adopt innovations

• Putting the Pieces Together

• Henry Beck composes a simple clear network map
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Railway Economics

• How railways get built

• Private investment

• Build where cheapest rather than
where there is most social benefit?

• Unserved areas, and wasteful competition?

• Public construction

• Need to serve and satisfy everyone
may paralyse planning?

• Subject to politicking?

• Hybrid models: e.g. tunnels paid for by city, 
private company lays track and buys/runs trains

• Private operator at mercy of political whims?
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Railway Economics

• Peak Load Problem

• Demand for rail travel is uneven throughout
the day and during the week

• Providing adequate facilities for the busiest times 
will always mean that much of the investment 
receives insufficient return
• Station entrances
• Ticket facilities
• Escalators, lifts, access passages
• Platform length
• Number of trains
• Length of trains

• Commuter railways always struggle for profitability
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London Underground: A Brief History

• Surface lines built by cut-and-cover construction

• Expensive and disruptive in built-up areas

• Steam operation is inappropriate in tunnels

Kings Cross, 1861 Baker Street, 1863
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London Underground: A Brief History

• Tube lines built deep in London clay

• Greathead shield permits deep-tunnelling

• Electricity permits deep-level train operation

Greathead shield, C&SLR, 1880s C&SLR, King William St, 1890s
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London Underground: A Brief History

• Privately funded for first 70 years

• Six distinct waves of construction

• 1860s to 1870s: Two surface line companies 
commence a network orbiting the city

• 1870s to 1890s: Surface lines push to far suburbs

• 1890s: First wave of four individual
tube lines form an inner city network

• 1900s: Second wave of three co-owned tube
lines (UERL Ltd) complete the inner city network 

• 1920s to 1950s: Tube lines push to far suburbs

• 1960s to present: New lines fill gaps in inner city
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London Underground: A Brief History

• Privately funded for first 70 years

• Six distinct waves of construction
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London Underground: A Brief History

• 1860s to 1870s: Two surface line companies 
commence a network orbiting the city
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London Underground: A Brief History

• 1870s to 1890s: Surface lines push to far suburbs
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London Underground: A Brief History

• 1890s: First wave of four (sic) individual
tube lines form an inner city network
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London Underground: A Brief History

• 1900s: Second wave of three co-owned tube
lines (UERL Ltd) complete the inner city network 
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London Underground: A Brief History

• 1920s to 1950s: Tube lines push to far suburbs
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London Underground: A Brief History

• 1960s to present: New tube lines fill gaps in inner 
city and mid-suburbs network, plus airport link
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London Underground: A Brief History

• Privately funded for first 70 years

• Six distinct waves of construction

• 1860s to 1870s: Two surface line companies 
commence a network orbiting the city

• 1870s to 1890s: Surface lines push to far suburbs

• 1890s: First wave of four individual
tube lines form an inner city network

• 1900s: Second wave of three co-owned tube
lines (UERL Ltd) complete the inner city network 

• 1920s to 1950s: Tube lines push to far suburbs

• 1960s to present: New lines fill gaps in inner city

• First 100 years driven by technology/finance/politics
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London Underground: A Brief History

• Peak load problem

• Off-peak demand was hopelessly overestimated

• Only profitable for four hours a day

• Competition

• Streets may be dirty, horses may be slow, but 
travelling underground also has inconvenience

• Electricity proved excellent for powering 
competing trams at street level

• Expensive mistakes for early-adopters

• Many low-use stations closed

• Poorly designed stations abandoned

• Poorly designed trains scrapped early
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London Underground: A Brief History

• The solution to the finance problems

• Form common network agreements to give 
widest range of destinations to passengers

• Marketing; filling empty off-peak seats is free 
revenue: INVITE THE PUBLIC TO TRAVEL

• Acquire competition: rivals and trams, then buses

• Push to suburbs where land is cheap, encourage 
house building to create new demand

• Cut costs, reduce manning of trains and stations, 
reduce train maintenance requirements
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Inviting the Public to Travel

• Marketing essential if the Underground
railways were to survive, fill empty seats

• The best marketing is clear, easy to
understand, easy to remember

• Mergers and agreements lead to network
benefits, many more destinations available 

• Maps become a part of marketing, a good map can 
clearly show the full range of network coverage

• The map must become clear, easy to
understand, easy to remember
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Inviting the Public to Travel

1) At the station entrance, a map by itself
provides an invitation that draws people in 

• Should be clear and easy to read

• Should fit within its context

2) Maps or parts of maps can be components of 
posters and pamphlets with a more direct message

• A new addition to the network

• How to reach desirable destinations
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Inviting the Public to Travel (1)

• At the station entrance

• Lists of stations = initial strategy, only effective 
for small numbers of important destinations

• A line map at a station entrance is
an effective publicity device

• A network map is even more effective

• The map should be in keeping with
the style of the station entrance
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Inviting the Public to Travel (1)

• A small number of destinations can
be advertised with a simple list (1907).
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Inviting the Public to Travel (1)

• But a long list of stations is less than ideal (1907)
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Inviting the Public to Travel (1)

• This is ridiculous, did anyone ever
stop to read all of this? (1910s)
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Inviting the Public to Travel (1)

• 1908 network agreement; the map advertises
the range of destinations better than a list
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Inviting the Public to Travel (1)

• But the 1908 map is not a particularly innovative 
design; geographical, surface features
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Inviting the Public to Travel (1)

• And not everyone is convinced
by the simplicity (Punch, 1909)
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Inviting the Public to Travel (1)

• Nonetheless map shows the extent
of the network so much better (1916)
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Inviting the Public to Travel (1)

• Underground management researched continental 
modernism and was proud of their new style (1932)
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Inviting the Public to Travel (1)

• But modernism for a station entrance
demands a modernism-inspired map (1934)?
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Inviting the Public to Travel (2)

• Posters and pamphlets

• Same problem, lists of stations not effective

• Maps on posters or pamphlets can show
more clearly the destinations advertised

• Designers realised quickly that simple straight 
lines were effective publicity devices

• Different fashions and design styles compete for 
publicity supremacy, and the maps follow suit

• As publicity adopts principles of modernism,
so maps on publicity must adopt modernism
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Inviting the Public to Travel (2)

• Early posters used lists, where
does this line go? (1906)
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Inviting the Public to Travel (2)

• Some sort of map gives some sort of sense
of space, and straight lines imply speed (1909)
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Inviting the Public to Travel (2)

• Advertisers appreciated the power of simple straight 
lines long before map designers (1908/20)
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Inviting the Public to Travel (2)

• But modernism and Arts & Crafts battled
for supremacy for years (1926)
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Inviting the Public to Travel (2)

• And years (1933)
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Inviting the Public to Travel (2)

• Even the Metropolitan Line got there in the end 
(1933, merged into Underground that same year)
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Getting the Passengers Moving

• Large numbers of passengers travel
on mass transit networks

• They must identify correct corridors, platforms, 
trains, and alight at the correct stations

• Uncertainty and equivocation at signs will block 
passenger flows and could be dangerous

1) Direction signs must be clear and unambiguous, 
interpreted correctly, quickly

2) On trains, strip maps show passengers just that line, 
and which other lines interchange at which stations
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Getting the Passengers Moving (1)

• Direction signs

• Verbose signs hidden away are almost useless

• Must have been a source
of congestion or even danger

• Compressing message without
attenuating information difficult

• Some signs turned into abstract schematic maps
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Getting the Passengers Moving (1)

• How do you get to Golders Green? (1924)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (1)

• What’s the name of this station?
Where is the exit? (1921)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (1)

• Rapid transit requires rapid passengers,
but who is to blame exactly? (1921)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (1)

• Once passengers are fed into a confined space 
mechanically, rapid decision making is a safety issue; 
decide which way to turn quickly (1933)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (1)

• Selected destinations are not helpful
if your station is not listed (1925)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (1)

• As lists get longer, their use
becomes problematic (1936)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (1)

• The solution: x–bound directions, the problem (1),
what if you don’t know local geography? (1933)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (1)

• The solution: x–bound directions, the
problem (2), epic reading for novices! (1933)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (1)

• Note that this sign has become
an abstract map (1933)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (2)

• On-train strip maps

• Useful for passengers to track their
journey and identify interchanges

• An almost impossible space for depicting lines

• Designers discovered schematic maps early;
if geography is distorted, use straight lines
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Getting the Passengers Moving (2)

• Strip maps on trains continued to use simple line
trajectories years before network maps (1920s)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (2)

• On-station strip maps

• In the 1930s, strip maps spread from trains to 
stations in a number of experimental installations

• Useful for platform identification 

• Clear limitation at station entrance: only showed 
a fragment of the available network

• Their use at station entrances indicated 
dissatisfaction with traditional maps?
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Getting the Passengers Moving (2)

• Inside stations (1932)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (2)

• Also inside (1932)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (2)

• Outside stations (1932)
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Getting the Passengers Moving (2)

• Also outside, limitations obvious (1932)
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Forwards and Backwards

• The development of network maps on the 
Underground, away from publicity and signs
was slow, almost reactionary

• Even though structure of the London network meant 
that innovations were required (unlike, e.g., Paris)

• Dense compact centre with closely-spaced stations

• Sparse suburbs with widely-spaced stations

• Chaotic line trajectories

• Sporadic innovations, sometimes short-lived
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Forwards & Backwards

• Traditional railway cartography. Undifferentiated 
lines, surface details, geographical accuracy (1908)
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Forwards & Backwards

• As the network expands, the limitations of
these design features become acute (1908)
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Forwards & Backwards

• 1908 network map was an improvement, but other 
than line colour coding, not particularly innovative
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Forwards & Backwards

• 1909 map removed all streets, they are
of limited assistance on a compact design
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Forwards & Backwards

• 1911 map retains streets but simplifies line 
trajectories, earliest beginnings of schematisation
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Forwards & Backwards

• Although they are included on another 1911 map
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Forwards & Backwards

• 1921 Macdonald Gill map is a retrograde
step, lettering is elegant but hard to read
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Forwards & Backwards

• 1924 Metropolitan map shows street skeleton 
is futile on a compact design [Not UERL]
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Forwards & Backwards

• 1928 Metropolitan map shows street details futile on 
a design where scale is distorted [Not UERL]
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Forwards & Backwards

• Stingemore (1925 to 1932) omits surface features, 
distorts scale, retains twisting line trajectories
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Forwards & Backwards

• 1931 station poster retains surface features, centre 
would be difficult to read, needs scale distortion
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Forwards and Backwards

• The most interesting innovations in design came
from outside the London Underground network

• Stronger urge to innovate away from
context of struggling with tradition?
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Forwards & Backwards

• 1919 LMS map simplifies line trajectories,
omits streets AND distorts scale
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Forwards & Backwards

• 1924 British Empire Exhibition Map, massive
scale distortion and simple line trajectories
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Forwards & Backwards

• 1927, intriguing Jean Dry
personal sketch of Paris Metro
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Forwards & Backwards

• 1929, LNER network diagram by George Dow
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Forwards & Backwards

• 1931, Berlin S-Bahn map
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Forwards & Backwards

• Focus on London shows how transit
map design techniques ebb and flow 

• Innovations appear, but are not always capitalised on

• Streets omitted because for an extensive network 
these simply cannot be shown any meaningful way

• Scale distorted because for an extensive network, 
this is essential so that the centre is legible

• Simplified line trajectories because the individual 
twists and turns of lines really do not matter

• Straight lines as per the fashionable modernism 
ideal of simple shapes, easier to follow in theory

• The structure of the London network meant that it 
needed a map with these features
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Putting the Pieces Together

• The need and desire for simplicity/clarity – 
modernism – was stacking up against
traditional cartography

• Recognised by poster designers

• Recognised by sign designers/train map designers

• Recognised by people outside the organisation

• Prevailing culture of design and architecture was 
implicitly entailing that network maps catch up
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Putting the Pieces Together

• Henry Charles Beck, 1902 to 1974
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Putting the Pieces Together

• 1931 sketch, he imagined a magnifying glass, 
straightened lines, tidied up, but rejected first time
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Putting the Pieces Together

• Inspiration from electrical circuit diagram? Unlikely, 
surrounded by map innovations that he adopted
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Putting the Pieces Together

• 1933, first pocket map, perhaps a little bit clunky
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Putting the Pieces Together

• 1933, first poster, a modernist’s dream, simple, clear 
elegant, not too distorting, a true design classic
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Copyright Notice

• The text of and organisation of this presentation is copyright ©Maxwell J Roberts, 
2016-2019. These slides may be distributed in unaltered form, but must not be reused or 
reformatted for presentations or teaching, whatever the purpose, and they must not be 
rehosted for downloading at any other web site, without the express permission of the 
copyright holder.

• The following images are copyright ©Maxwell J Roberts, and may not be reused for any 
purpose except for fair-use educational/illustrative purposes. They may not be used for any 
commercial purpose (e.g., textbook, academic journal that charges a subscription) without 
the express permission of the copyright holder.

• Slides 9-15 inclusive and Slide 49 (digital reconstruction)

• All images in this presentation are reproduced for strictly illustrative/educational not-for 
profit purposes. If you are the originator or copyright holder of any of these images, and 
wish for a credit to be appended to this presentation, please contact Maxwell J Roberts via 
email at mjr@tubemapcentral.com

• The web page from which this presentation was downloaded was www.tubemapcentral.com

• All subjective evaluations expressed are the personal opinions of the author

• This slide must not be deleted from this presentation
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